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1 — (b) Six million trillion electrons flow through a 100watt filament every second at 115 volts — 17.1 x 102
'
electrons per year — weighing about .005 ounce.

2-

(a) The intensity and duration of lightning strokes are
measured and recorded automatically by the "fulchronograph" — developed by Westinghouse engineers.

3-

(c) Every hour, about 27,000 tons of air are driven
through the Wright Field wind tunnel by a 40,000 hp electric motor—designed and built by Westinghouse engineers.

4-

(c) Iron 99.99% pure, is essential for comparison purposes in spectrography. It is produced in the Westinghouse
Research Laboratories by fusing the purest commercial
iron obtainable in a high frequency induction furnace, surrounded by an atmosphere of hydrogen gas.
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• The Cinderella of Chesapeake Bay is a queer
looking craft. She has no bow,no stern, no engine,
no crew. Never weighs anchor to make a voyage.
But she has a purpose, and has served it well.
Largely because of her, a new fleet of oceangoing passenger ships will have superstructures
built of aluminum. It reduces weight at the most
important place—"topside".
This is a dream come true for Alcoa engineers.
Eleven years ago they built this odd-shaped
aluminum test hull and anchored it in Chesapeake
Bay. Together with marine engineers and naval
architects,they watched to see the effect salt water
had on aluminum; whether it would prove seaworthy. And it did!
But there were other problems—for instance,
stresses topside, set up by the weaving and pounding that a ship takes at sea. By building and testing a model, Alcoa engineers found that the use
of aluminum in the superstructure greatly reduced the stresses. They likewise conferred on
plans and recommended materials.
So the ships were built. They are in the water
now being outfitted for their maiden voyages to
China—thanks to Cinderella and the"imagineers"
who dreamed of aluminum ships and then engineered them into the water.
Doesn't a company that pursues an ideal with
such intensity stir your imagination? It's fun to
work with men of vision. Ideas click when men
with imagination plus engineering work with this
versatile metal, aluminum, and with the greatest
fund of aluminum knowledge in the world ...
Alcoa's. ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA, Gulf
Building, Pittsburgh 19, Pennsylvania.

FIRST IN
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Yousaw us today...remember?

When you crossed the road

Dl

and saw that orchard ...

•

7
1 1
dress
...
new
or watched the train ... or bought a

Dl

left your car for repair ... or ordered roofing...
eit

or took your vitamins ... or made a phone call

DI

you saw a Koppers product in use

1. Tarmac. 2. Flotation Sulfur Sprays. 3. Pressure - treated
cross ties. 4. Chemicals for dye intermediates. 5. Piston rings.
6. Roofing. 7. Chemicals for pharmaceuticals. 8. Chemicals for
molded plastics. 9. Coke plants. All these are Koppers products...
and many others that touch your welfare in countless ways. The
Kopperstrademark is thesymbol ofa many-sided service.Wherever you
see it, it means top-notch quality. Koppers Co., Inc., Pittsburgh 19, Pa.
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The next freshman class will be admitted to Rose on
June 30.
Students with advanced standing may be admitted at
the beginning of any term provided there are vacancies in the
classes for which they are eligible.

ROSE POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
TERRE HAUTE, IND.
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The Engineer's Code of Ethics
EBSTER defines ethics as a science of moral duty or, in a broader sense,
the ideal of human character. Both of these terms are applicable not only
to the engineer's code of business dealings but to the business world in
general. The confidence established between business men depends on the
tactics used by the individual. Ruthless tactics eventually lead to failure, but
on the other hand, a well proportioned code of ethics is a stepping stone to
success.

W

It is for this reason the young graduate engineer who is intent upon
entering the profession should formulate a code of ethics satisfactory to both
himself and any prospective employer. The first goal set by the engineer is
that of obtaining a sizable income. Naturally this is most important, but
most men fail to go beyond this point in their thinking. The engineer's
primary function is to better existing living conditions; it is his debt to the
public. Only when he feels morally certain that all aspects of a particular
phase of this job are completed to the best of his ability has the debt been
liquidated.
Secondly, should the engineer enter civic affairs, and if so, to what extent?
There has been a noticeable trend towards the total abstinence of interest
in governmental participation by the professions. The answer lies partially
in lack of inducement, namely salary, offered by the government. The colleges,
where specialized training greatly overrules citizenship instruction, are also
to blame for instigating this policy of disinterest. Finally, the engineer himself has become so absorbed in his work that lack of time prohibits active
interest. The young engineer should strive for a well rounded education, one
that includes thorough knowledge of civic betterment, for it is from the
engineers, the doctors, and the lawyers that our constructive thinking should
come. These men should be the girders for the building of a great nation, the
ones to cast the light of clear, decisive action upon the muddled thoughts of
today's statesmen.
What does the engineer owe to another of his profession? Above all he
should recognize ability and admit mistakes as they occur. Not only is he
developing his own character by these actions, but his fellow worker's impressions of him will be raised. An over-inflated ego has been a detriment
to many an otherwise great man. It is only the man who bows humbly to
superiority when it is recognized that can be considered a truly great man.
The above-mentioned are only a few traits necessary for a successful,
prosperous life. In addition courtesy, fairness, unselfishness, and integrity
should be practiced. None of these desirable qualities can be found listed
under college curricula, nor can they be inherited. Neither do they alone
promise success to the engineer, but without these attributes even the most
brilliant will find tough sledding over the road of life.
—John White

The Evolution of Metals
By Orville Stone, soph., e.e.
made of metal are so
PareRODUCTS
numerous and important that we
inclined to take them for granted, just as we do sunlight, air, and
water. Yet, there was a time, far
back in history, when no metal at
all was used. The Stone Age man
defended himself with a stone ax,
cooked with hot stones, and used
bits of bone for fasteners. Just as
metal itself is taken for granted, so
are we likely to overlook the skills
and ingenuity which go into the
forming and shaping of metal objects such as automobile bodies,
structural shapes, pipes, wires, engine parts, and thousands of small
articles such as lamps and clocks.
Methods of fabricating useful products from metal began with the
discovery of the first metal and new
processes and ideas are constantly
being developed.
Copper was one of the first metals
used, since being seminoble, it sometimes occurs nearly pure in nature.
In one of the earliest graves in
Egypt a small copper pin was found,
and there is evidence that chisels.
harpoons, needles, and, near the
dawn of history, tools made of copper
were used. Those Egyptians also left
information about their fabrication
methods. One of the sculptors of that
day pictured a man with a stone in
Page 6

the palm of his right hand which he
swung overhead and brought down
on the metal. It was not explained
why the concussion did not hurt his
hand. Perhaps that wps in the time
when men were men.
Then came the Bronze Age, and
the copper-tin alloy which sometimes
approached the hardness of steel.
During all those years man did not
realize that all around him, combined with other elements in the
earth, lay the most useful metal of
all—iron.
The discovery of iron brought to
man the metal which has been most
useful in building a civilization. Of
the 30 most common metals produced today the production of iron
makes up 90% of the total tonnage.
Certainly other metals such as copper, tin, lead, aluminum, and magnesium are fabricated into many
useful articles, but their uses are
usually specific, and in no way approach the general use of iron. Since
the discovery of the method of obtaining iron from its combined state
in the earth, there have been many
other discoveries in methods of utilizing the metal and its alloy, steel,
for the metal became important only
as artisans and tradesmen through
the centuries devised methods of
making the metal into useful objects.

And, in turn, the forming of a product of iron or steel does not start
with just any chunk of iron that
comes out of a smelting apparatus—
wrought iron cannot be cast and cast
iron cannot be forged—but the ability to use iron has advanced as discoveries were made in the smelting
process to obtain different kinds of
iron or steel.
It is not known just when iron
was first used, but it is spoken of
in the Bible, and the Chinese used
it centuries before the Christian era.
Perhaps by accident, through the
combination of a rich ore and burning logs to supply a high heat and
the carbon to reduce the metal from
the oxide to the free state, a bit of
iron was made and found to be superior to other metals then known
for weapons and implements. The
earliest smelting furnaces consisted
of piles of iron ore with wood or
charcoal as fuel, located where the
wind could provide a draft. Later,
with crude bellows made of animal
skins, the smelting was done in the
side of a clay bank or in a hollow
place in the ground. It was very
tedious work with small yields.
Spain was one of the first countries to work extensively with iron.
Much of the work was artistic in
nature and, since the metal has no
TiE ROSE TECHNIC

beauty of tsSwn the beauty of the
product depended upon the skill of
the artisan or smith producing
Their craftsmanship produced elaborate gates, doors, windows,locks, and
keys, which have endured to the
present time. Most of this iron was
produced in the Catalan forge, developed in Catalonia, Spain, from
whence it got its name. This forge
produced a wrought iron, pasty and
hard to melt, but malleaMe and easy
to work when cold. Until the 14th
century most of the iron produced
was wrought iron, and the articles
made from it were beaten or hammered out with hammer, anvil,
forge, tongs, and chisel. It is said
that the point of the anvil came
about through its usefulness in forming scroll, work, which was profuse
in the metal world of that time.
It was around the middle of the
14th century when the Germans
covered that the pasty iron from the
Catalon forge couM be made more
fluid by supplying it with more carbon than was necessary just to reduce it from the oxide. They found
that when an excess of carbon was
added the iron absorbed carbon and
S.came fluid enough to be poured
into molds and cast. That was the
begng of cast iron, and man, besides being able to forge the metal,
was then able to make molds of
clay and cast the iron th a desired
shape.
One of the earliest steels was the
famous Damascus steel of Syria. A
rich ore was heated in a small enclosed crucible with just enough
carbon to yield what is now known
as carbon steel, and then hardened
by quenching in water. Blades made
from this steel could cleave a piece
of iron without dulling the edge,
and were coveted possessions in
those days of hand-to-hand warfare.
In England a form of steel called
cementation steel was made by heating bars of wrought iron with charcoal or bone dust, so that the outside layer absorbed carbon and
formed a hard steel crust. About
the middle of the 18th century a
man named Huntsman began turning out products which far excelled
all other in their hardness. His furnace was in a forest and his method
remained secret until a competitor
used a pretext to gain admission to
his place. He found Huntsman melting pieces of cementation steel in a
clay 'act The product of this method
is known as crucible steel, and the
process was used until very recently where quality was the main object. This type of steel is made into
tools and other special products reDECEMBER, 1946

quiring a very hard homogeneous
metal.
The famous Bessemer converter
and the open hearth process were
discoveries that enabled iron to
thI'
S. produced on a large enough scale
to satisfy the mammoth appetite of
our present civilization. And the
blast furnace, which began with the
small piles of ore heated with wood,
has progressed to the gniat furnace
which now produces tons of iron
every day.
Today, in contrast with the time
II
of old hammered out
when artisans
their products at the forge, so many
thousands of articles are made of
metal that volumes could be filled
with information about the methods
of fabrication. Iron is still forged and
cast, and steel similar to Damascus
steel is still produced, but there have
been innumerable variations and
elaborations on the old methods.
Also, other metals such as aluminum and magnesium have come to
the front, replacing iron and steel
in the production of many articles.
I-beams and other structural shapes
are rolled in giant xolling mills;
wires are made by drawing metal
bars through progressively smaller
dies until the desired size of the wire
is reached; crankshafts are machined
from steel forgings; and many thousands of small articles which we use
every day are stamped or pressed
out of thin sheet metal.
The stamping and drawing processes of today are, in a way, refinements of the old hammering and
beating at the anvil. For example,
in the making of a metal cup, imagine how the smith M past years
is

It

must have thken a lump of metal,
and by tedious, patient, and skillful
use of the hammer and anvil the
form of the cup began to emerge,
the shape dependent upon his mood
or whim and the beauty or finesse
of the article proportional to his paskill. Now, in a
tience and iiern
S.nt, thousands of such cupsmodi might
be manufactured in a single day by
relatively feW workers. Let's trace
the stages a piece of metal might go
through before emerging as a cup.
The metal starts the fabrication proa flat sheet, and is fed into
cess as
ill
which presses or draws the
a press
metal into the desired shape. The
next machine trims off the excess
metal and, following right after the
cutting tool, another tool turns the
edge, putting a bead around the rim
Of the cup. Meanwhile, the handle
is being formed. A strip of metal
goes into a machine, and in rapid
steps the desired shape is cut out,
O r stamped, the edges turned over,
and the handle bent to the desired
shape. Then the handles are welded
onto the cups just as rapidly as the
two pieces can be fed to the machine. Products made in this manner are usually coated with enamel
or perhaps another methl, such as
tin or chromium.
This process is one among thousands of methods of fabricating metal
products. From automobiles, buses,
and trains, the steel in buildings and
bridges, to small articles such as
mechanical pencils and razor blades,
each finished product is the result
of engineering in methods of fabrication and knowledge accumulated
through centuries.

,E. big step forward from cave mcm days to the forging of the first sword.

('L.
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The Story of Petroleum
Part II: Refining and Processing
By Paul M. Miller, soph.
IN THE early days oil was barreled
in wooden casks for transportation by wagon or by boat. This was
followed by the forerunner of the
present-day tank car, a railroad flat
car upon which was mounted a large
wooden barrel, upright, and anchored
so that it would not move. Later
came the pipe-line and the "tanker",
the two most economical methods of
transporting oil, the tanker being
the cheaper of the two.
After leaving the refinery storage
tanks, the oil is on its way to be
separated into a number of fractions,
or parts, each of which must then
be purified for commercial use. The
oil is examined from every angle before being sent through the actual
refining process. Crude petroleum is
impure. It has dissolved in it one or
more solids—some crudes contain
wax, some asphalt, and some both
paraffin, wax, and asphalt. In the
United States the wax-base crude
comes chiefly from Pennsylvania, the
Gulf and Pacific coasts yield the
asphalt type, and the mixed-base
kind comes from Kansas and Arkansas. The analysis of samples determines these varieties, and when
the laboratory record is completed,
the future treatment is pointed out.
The prying, searching "mind" of
the refinery is the laboratory with its
numerous rows of burners. In darkened rooms unseen workers are forever testing the different gasolines to
see how hot they had to be to explode. In many table-top refineries
the oil is refined by the testtubeful

COVL
MOTOR ftin
ArIALT

TLI-12OLLUM
LuNICANTD

VER05EklE

PPODUCTD
qA)4-PULL

IZOAD OIL
OIL

WAX
instead of by the gallon. These miniature "runs" of crude are sent
through tests again and again before
the larger amounts are okayed for
processing. The laboratory awes the
casual observer with its puzzling network of sparkling glassware, and of
colorful, bubbling liquids. Here, the
yellow-green of smoking sulfur . . .
the orange and blue of the bunsen
burner flames; there, the pale, transparent azure hue of the flashing
gasoline; and everywhere, the greens,
yellows and olives of samples. That
strange blend of aromatic odors permeating the laboratory atmosphere
marks the change of operation.
Everywhere one hears the neverending clatter of the sample boy as
he carries bottles along the stoollined aisles.
Have you ever stopped to consider
that here, in the refining of petroleum, transpire some of the amazing
wonders of our present-day world?
It is surely no less than a wonder
that the refiner is able to extract the
high yield of gasoline from the crude
that he does . . . and all this magic

kkij
ott
i

is the magic of the chemist with his
constant awakeness in searching for
that "something new."
The initial treatment which the
crude undergoes is that of simple
distillation. By this process it is possible to make thousands of different
products from one original material
—petroleum. The method is really
very simple. The petroleum has to
be separated into "fractions", or
basic constituents. The thousands of
basic constituents separated from the
crude take the form of gasoline, lubrication oils, kerosene, fuel oils,
asphalt, wax, paraffin, insect sprays,
and on down the list until more than
twenty-five hundred products could
be enumerated.
The crude petroleum, as it comes
from the well, is a mechanical mixture of gases, solids and liquids—
chiefly liquids. This condition is
analagous to carbon dioxide dissolved
in ginger ale and sugar dissolved in
coffee. The mechanical mixture is
stable at ordinary temperatures.
Heat causes those liquids and gases
and solids that are held together in

5E.TTLE.P.
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Chemical treatment of refined gasoline.
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the crude to break apart and become
separate substances.
A common example of this same
actiI n may be seen when salt water
is heated. A pan full of salt water is
placed over a flame and heated.
When it begins to boil, steam escaII m the surface and little ridges of
white material begin to form around
the inside of the pan. If a cool object is placed in the path of the
rising steam, the cool object will
soon become wet. This means that
the hot steam vapors have come in
cS ntact with a cooler substance and
have turned to a liquid, or to water.
The vapors have been condensed.
Condensation just means that the
vapors have been subjected to cooling against a cool object until they
returned to liquid form.
Heating salt water causes the
water to escape as a vapor which can
then be condensed by cooling, while
the salt dries out and remains in the
IS ttom of the vessel. The single substance of salt water has become two
separate things—salt and pure water.
The process by which this is done is
termeS simple distillation—boiling a
liquid and then condensing the
vapors that rise from it, and catching the solids that are left behind.
The same thing happens when oil
is refined, and the simplest process
in refining (the one through which
all oil goes when it starts through
the refinery) is the same simple distillation. This time the Pipe Still is
the "kettle", and the Bubble Tower
is a whole series of "cool °Meets",
each of which is slightly cooler than
the •other, and the Condenser is
merely another "cool object"—colder
than all the rest—which is placed
there so that any vapors which may
have escaped earlier cooling will
finally be caught and cannot go to
waste. The overhanging pipes of the
Bubble Tower are wrapped in asbestos to hold in the heat and to prevent
a cooling at the wrong time, which
wI uld spoil the process.
One of the most interesting things
in the whole refinery, without question, is the work of the still cleaner
—the brawny soul whose life is
largely spent in temperatures of 170
degrees or more, working inside hot
stills to take out the coke which is
utilized commercially for
a man, to whom 100 degrees of burning summer wind is like a warm
breeze.
Standing in small groups, laughing and talking, the cleaners wait to
go into the stills to work. They are
great, fine-looking men, standing
there, stripped to the waist, their
muscles quivering beneath sweatstreamed skins, hinting of power as
DECEMBER, 1946

Panorama of a•modern refinery.

they move easily about. In a brief
moment a change occurs. The
pling shoulders are gone . . . the
behind
fine-chisled features are hid
liii
I
has
The man
masks.
become a clumsy heap of fabric . . .
a fatheaded, worn rag-doll from
which the excess stuffing pours in
blackened blobs. His head and other
exposed parts are wrapped in smutty
cotton rags for protection from the
heat . great hands are twice their
normal size in gloves of grey asbestos
man has been transformed
into a powerful mummy, who, armed
with a long steel bar for breaking
coke, trudges in and out of the terrific hole of heat on wooden shoes.
Earlier it was mentioned that the
high yield of gasoline from the crude
is attributed to the magic of the
chemist. This magic is accomplished
by the cracking process, and the
process is just what the name implies—a method by which oil, which
has already been simply distilled, is
"cracked" into still more particles,
just as a big stone can be broken up
into tiny pieces by the smashing
blows of a sledge hammer. Cracking
is making light gasoline and gas
from heavy petroleum by smashing
the petroleum under a "sledge hammer" of pressure and heat.
Raw gasoline could never be sent
out for use as it comes from the condensers, since it still contains harmful and gum-forming compounds
which would soon cause the valves
of an engine to become sticky and
worn. The next step, then, is to clean
or purify the gasoline. To accom-

—Science Service

plish this, the gasoline is sent through
the treating plant—a series of towers
—each tower contag a different
cleansing agent. Sulfuric acid removes "gummy" materials and sulfur. Caustic soda and "Doctor Solution" (a mixture of caustic soda and
a lead •compound) assure protection
against any further acid action. Only
purring pumps sending out and sucking back the liquids keep the workings of the treating plant in motion.
The gasoline is now ready for use
. . . a clean, pure product, so made
that it will do the very best work
with a minimum of trouble. From
here it will go out by rail in tank
cars, by pipe-line, or by boat—and
for short hauls to filling stations it
will go by truck.
Usually kerosene is thought of as
a cheap oil; however, it was this
common member of the oil family
that really brought about the interest in crude oil. Whale oil was the
original fuel •for illumination. When
it became scarce and expensive, the
search was on for a new material th
meet the demand. The natural outrowth of the earth as springs, but
gtI
it was not until an enterprising
Scotchman finally succeeded in
kerosene that
tilling out
T e of theuse.
som[I popular
Even then,
it came into
the whale oil still offered strong competition. Most of the crude oil supply came from the owners of salt
wells. In the inland regions, such as
parts of Pennsylvania, Ohio, Kentucky and West Virga, where seasalt was not to be had, it was neces(Continued Si Page 20)
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V -2
By William W. Bannister, fresh.
Cuts Courtesy General Electric

RGANIZED warfare has seen the
use of rockets for many centuries in many forms, but it has only
I-- n within the last two decades
that this form of missile has really
played any big part in iiscientific
aerial combat. This latter interpretation of the rocket was originated by
the GeIIIH
rmans some time after the
first World War, and that country
was the first to exploit the rociiket in
warfare th any degree. Their use of
the rocket principle was extended
from aerial shells to such aircraft as
the Me-163 and many prototypes of
the V-2 rocket bomb discussed here.
Durin•
g the war the Allies took up
extensive research on rockets and
adopted rocket propulsion in such
innovations as the bazooka shell,
booster charges to increase take-off
power in aircraft, and many others.
Credit for such highly complex and
militarily importance devices as the
V-2, however, must belong solely to
German scientists.
Because of the fact that the V-2
rocket was perfected to a point of
conceivable mtary exploitation
only during the closing months of
the last European war, it received
little use as a weapon in itself, and,
at most, it became a supplement to
the decirnated German Luftwaffe.
The damage it inflicted was far out
of inverse proportion to the expense
of research and manufacture of the
rocket bomb itself. But the V-2 is
important in that it opened new
vistas of aerial military operations
by causing the introduction of combat from the stratospheres, and it is
more than probable that any future
U..s will be conducted, initially, at
least, by the intensified use of guided rocket missiles.
The V-2 compares very favorably
with a true rocket; it holds all its
necessary fuels and is entirely independent of the outside atmosphere
for air for combustion purposes. The
underlying principles of rockets and
rocket propulsion lie within those
limits; a rocket needs no outside

O

forces whatsoever for starting or flying purposes. A rocket of this type
S iffers from the jet-plane (which is
no kind of rocket), such as the German "buzz-bomb" developed a little
earlier than the V-2, in that the
rocket needs no atmospheric air for
burning, propulsion, or support (a
jet-plane, like all other winged
craft, is entirely dependent on air
under its wings for support). Thus,
as can readily be seen, there are
many advantages in the independence of the rocket in relation to its
environments.
The V-2 utilizes a liquid-propellant rocket motor. That is, the fuels
which the rocket uses for propulsion
are in the liquid state when they
IT
are mixed
in the motor, as the
coll
ponent parts of the combustion compartment are categorically called.
There are several advantages of

liquid fuels over the solid or gaseous
fuels: they yield comparatively higher BTU values, can be more easily
stored or transported, are cheap and
as a rule, more easily available, are
light in weight when compared to
solid fuels, and have a higher and
H II
II 1 even
rnore
rate and heat of combustion, since they are so volatile.
German scientists, in developing
V-2, made countless experiments
with about 30 models, but toward
the last of the experiment stage the
field was narrowed down to a single
standard rocket, the A-4, as the V-2
was known to the Germans. From
the outside, the V-2 has a very
streamlined, sharply pointed,
plane-like fuselage, with four st
lizing fins, on which are placed a set
of control vanes to help in guiding
the flight by remote control. With its
(Continued on Page 22)

•

Right: V-2 Rocket being elevated into firing
ramp.
Left: Camera shot of rocket immediately
after take-off.
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Research and Development
By Michael Cvengros, fresh.
and
J. Max Gill, fresh.
A New Propeller for
Water Craft
HE manuevering of water-craft in
Theadache
crowded harbors has been a
to marine navigators for
centuries, but now the possibility of
turning ships completely around
within their own length, of sliding
in and out of teeming docks, and of
manuevering on the high seas in
time of storm is no longer a dream.
Late in November, 1945, a captured German mine sweeper arrived
at Fort Monroe, Virginia. This arrival marked an historic event for
Marine engineering, for this was the
successful ocean crossing by a rudderless craft equipped with rotating,
variable-pitch propellers. The minesweeper propellers are known as the
Voith Schneider propellers, of which
plans had been captured from a
Schneider plant under shellfire at
Heidenheim, Germany.
The Germans did not invent the
"cycloidal" propellers, but only perfected the invention of an American
—Dr. Frederick Kirsten, professor
of aeronautical engineering at the
University of Washington. Dr. Kirsten invented the cycloidal propeller
shortly after the first World War,
and went on to become famous as
the designer of the Kirsten smoking
pipe, wind tunnels, fluorescent tubing, electric power stations, and electric moth killers; in all, he holds
some 75 patents.

The cycloidal propeller consists of
blades resembling somewhat the agitators in the old washing machines.
It is fitted into a well built into the
underwater part of the stern. The
control of the propeller is tied into
a central control stand in the ship's
main engine room, eliminationg the
rudder and complex stern construction. Movement of the control lever
one way or the other can reverse
the ship without changing engine
throttle. A special type of rubber
gasket seal is used to insure that
the mechanisms within the propeller hub, which is always under
water, remain dry at all times.
With cycloidal propellers a ship
can be turned on a dime, stopped in
its tracks, or suddenly reversed
merely by changing the angle at
which the blades turn. Four or more
blades, mounted vertically on the
rim of a horizontal disc and moving
in a circle, scull the vessel ahead.
The entire disc is revolved by gears
driven by propulsion engines. The
Kirsten propeller, like the conventional screw propeller, requires a
clutch and engine speed control to
alter the motion of the ship.
The German propeller also turns
the ship by varying the pitch of the
blades, but the angle of the pitch
can be changed in any direction
without the use of clutch and without slowing down the engines. The
Voith Schneder propeller is much

more complicated and more expensive to build, but the U. S., with its
knack for mass production at lower
cost, is now perfecting the Schneider
"variable pitch" propeller.
Dr. Kirsten, more than 20 years
after his invention, is back in the
cycloidal picture. With his aid, the
Navy has constructed two fixed pitch
cycloidal propellers.
The interest of shipbuilders was
aroused by the strange actions of
the Navy landing ship 458 in recent
tests at Puget Sound. During the test
the LSM 458 saved a powerful tug
from disaster during a heavy storm.
The Army is also experimenting
on cycloidal propellers. In a tug of
war with a conventional 165-horsepower deisel tug, a 46-foot tug,
equipped with a 110-horsepower gas
engine and cycloidal propellers, actually pulled the deisel backwards,
even though the deisel had a head
start. With the aid of Dr. Kirsten,
the Army is installing variable pitch
propellers on a 125-foot experimental mine planter. By the time tests
have been run on the mine planter,
the Army will have completed three
or four additional cycloidal designs
which will be much better than the
German model.
In the near future, small craft
equipped with cycloidal blades will
move freely in crowded inland waters, almost eliminating the presentday traffic jams. Further ahead in

in its tracks.
Left: Cycloidal propellers dip into water like washing machine blades. Right: Ship equipped with cycloidal propellers turns
—Science Service
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the future will be cycloidal propellers for the largest of ships. Although only the smaller craft have
thus far been used, Dr. Kirsten and
other mariners who have adopted
his invention do not plan to adapt
cycloidal propulsion only to river
and harbor boats.
Oil Beneath the Sea
THE shoals of the Bahama Banks, a
1 navigational hazard in the Atlantic ocean, may hide a rich submarine oil field.
Perhaps the largest potential submarine oil source is under the shore
of the Gulf of Mexico, where successful drilling has already been
done. Of course, underwater drilling
is in its infancy—chiefly because it
has not been necessary. Despite the
Alarmists, we are still not short of
oil.
•
The search for oil under the Atlantic goes miles from the mainland.
An area of 760,000 square miles of
underwater land, known as the continental shelf, has been declared exclusive territory of the United
States. These shelves were once high
and dry, scientists believe, but in
prehistoric days sunk with the
earth's growing pains and are now
many fathoms under water.
Every day new techniques are developed in order to tap nature's vast
storehouse below the land and below the sea. Engineers have had to
use ingenuity every step of the way
in seeking oil far at sea. Drill deck
footings were established in giant
concrete piles up to 150 feet in
length. For greater lengths, hollow
metal piles encased with concrete
were used. When the time comes to
drill in extremely deep water off
our coasts, the oil industry will
know how.
The location, drilling, and production of oil in water deeper than a
few hundred feet must await the
techniques of some future Jules
Verne. The first problem is location;
for this extensions of surface Geophysical operations are used at present, with much the same success as
on land. From a series of photogrammetric maps of giant sand ripples visible through the clear waters
of the shoals of the Bahama Banks,
scientists have revealed configurations exactly like parts of the Clinton sand area in Ohio.
Another well-known tool of the
Geophysicists is the gravimeter,
which has been used by major oil
companies for underwater explorations. One major oil company is
searching the waters of the Bahamas
in an eleven-foot ship, periodically
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lowering a two-ton diving
chamber to the ocean
floor. Inside the chamber
scientists use the gravity
meter, which measures the
pull of gravity, thus furnishing indications of the
type of rocks below the
ocean floor and indirectly
providing information as
to the presence of oil.
Although the eventual
cost of a comprehensive
search for oil in submerged lands some distance from shore may be
large, there is reason to
believe that the cost will
be recovered through the
discoveries of new sources
of petroleum.
Penicillin Synthesis
Achieved

ENICILLIN, the mold
Presponsible
chemical which was
for saving so
many lives of both soldiers Six-foot diving chamber used in locating oil under the sea.
—Science Service
and civilians in the last
war, has recently been
synthesized. All during the war creted activity to that administered
the preliminary work for this syn- was the same within experimental
thesis was performed by American error. Furthermore, the distribution
and British chemists, handicapped coefficients for the synthetic and
through lack of knowledge of the natural products were found to be
exact architecture of the penicillin the same in five different solvent
molecule. Ordinarily this is called pairs.
the structural formula and is the
These, and other tests conducted,
basis for further research.
The Department of Biochemistry, giving overwhelming accumulation
Cornell University Medical College, of evidence toward identity of the
New York City, has been foremost Aynthetic product with benzylpeniin continuing the experimentation cillin, warrant the conclusion that the
and development of the synthesiza- synthetic product—a condensation of
tion processes. In the early part of d-penicillamine hydrochloride and
this year, chemists of the Depart- 2-benzy1-4-methoxymethylene-5 (4)ment succeeded in isolating in cry- osazolone—represent a synthesis of
stalline form the active synthetic benzylpenicillin.
product. The next logical step was
Of particular significance is the
to prove that this synthetic possessed knowledge that continued efforts to
antibiotic (anti-germ) qualities simi- produce a newer and better penicillin
lar to those of the natural product. through synthesis may
ultimately
The "bacterial spectrum" test con- bring about chemical remedies
sisted of comparing the activity of some still-unconquered diseases for
such
both the synthetic product and na- as tuberculosis, the
common
cold,
tural, or penicillin G (now termed influenza and infantile
paralysis. It
benzyl-penicillin), against seven dif- is quite possible
ferent bacteria. The two products penicillin may be that analogs of
synthesized which
gave identical relative responses. will act as
antibiotics
against microThe relative stability of the anti- organisms
unaffected by mold penibiotic activities of both products was cillins.
proved through treatment with
methanol, acid and diazomethane.
However, synthetic penicillin is
No difference in the gross rate of dis- still a laboratory product. Maximum
appearance of the two activities was production thus far has been ten
detected. A comparison was made of milligrams. The history of chemistry
the in vivo (in life, or living organ- shows, however, that once a product
ism) excretion of concentrates of the has been synthesized, the method
activities of both products in rabbits. can be improved and commercial
It was found that the ratio of ex- production usually becomes possible.
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Campus Survey
By Gordon Hayes, Norman J. Pera,
and Alex Vogl
Rose Technic

The purpose was to acquaint the
students
with a few of the type
With the graduation of the present problems they
would encounter in
editor and business manager this their future
work. It was pointed
month, their places will be filled by out to the
students that ventilation
Charles J. Bashe and Martin M. was a hit-or-miss proposition
until
Newman, respectively. Other addi- the last decade.
It is now being
tions and changes in staff personnel worked out on a purely
scientific
will be noted on the masthead.
basis. The film showed the different
Mr. Bashe, a senior e.e., has been types of ventilators manufactured,
editor before (during the fall of and the purpose of each one and the
1944), but his term was cut short by use of each type to a specific factory
the draft board. It is interesting to or building.
note that Mr. Bashe was editor when
the present editor first joined the
During a bi-monthly luncheon
staff. Mr. Newman, a junior m.e., is meeting held in the military basealso a veteran. His present position ment, Nov. 18, pictures of the collapse of the Tacoma Narrows bridge
is manager of the advertising staff.
were shown. Upon completion of
the pictures, Professor McClean
A. S. C. E.
gave a lecture on the history of
On November 6, 1946, three rep- bridge failures and then a detailed
resentatives of the H. H. Robertson account of the collapse of the TaCo., Pittsburgh, gave a lecture, film, coma Narrows bridge.
and demonstration on "Engineering
Ventilation," to a joint meeting of
On November 20, during a very
the ASCE and ASME. This program short meeting, a picture on welding
was sponsored by the ASCE.
was shown to the chapter.
Camera Club

Applied mechanics lab as seen from the Technic office.
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The Camera Club,
with its 31 members,
is very active about
the campus conducting photo contests,
instructive
classes
for its members, and
a host of other activities. President LaFollette announced
that new members,
with or without photographic experience,
are welcome to join
at any time. Group
instructions are held
each week, with the
experienced
members holding the
classes.
On Monday, December 2, 1946, the
Fall Term Photo
Contest came to a
close. The subject
was unlimited, with
only Camera Club
members allowed to
participate. The pic-

tures entered were judged on a basis
of composition, dark room technique
exhibited, and the general appearance of the print. Lowenstein's "Arch
of Triumph in Paris" won first prize,
Schabel's shot of a tachometer taken
at the Terre Haute Water Works
placed second, and McWilliam's "Entrance to the Governor's Mansion at
Williamsburg, Virginia" placed third.
Student Life
The ringing of the telephone at
Deming Hall has taken on an ominous character since the new crop of
pledges was born. Beginning the
week after rushing, twenty-eight men
of Freshman I and II have experienced chills and goose-pimples every
time the bell has tolled. It's reminiscent of days when a company of recruits would stand shivering in the
bleak dawn and a "homey" first
sergeant would point a finger with
the words, "YOU! Get a swab and
report to the latrine!" Just so, our
pledges have been waiting for the
fateful voices of the masters to summon one or another for that bit of
floor scrubbing. At the end of the
trial wait the men with the paddles;
what cannon fodder these new
pledges will make!
Looking over some of the more
unusual things which go on at Rose,
we seem to come back to the identical conclusion time after time: at
the bottom of it all are the women!
Take Thanksgiving week end, for instance. One Bob Sewell took the
train home to Cleveland Tuesday
noon so as to have plenty of time
with his family. By Thursday morn
his feet began to itch again, so he
put on his seven leaguers and drove
450 miles back to Terre Haute just
to take the local flame to the WileyGarfield clash. Close on his trial for
top honors as love-mad comes Jim
Fields, who traveled some 1600 miles
in three days to rehearse his Christmas wedding in Minneapolis. No
sane man would pull a stunt like
that.
But men don't have a monopoly on
such activities. Tripping merrily
about Terre Haute during said weekend was a rather luscious blonde
who had come all the way from New
THE ROSE TECHNIC

Freshmen on annual inspection trip to coke plant.

York City to bestow her charms on
our Eddie Meagher; her traveling
was promptly rewarded by a large
diamond ring. Congratulations, Eddie!
The fall term is over, and we turn
once again towards family and a
real Christmas at home—for some of
us the first in many a year. What
will we look back on after we have
left the Rose Campus? What phase
of our life will we remember? Not
much of the long hours of classroom
work, certainly; even less will we relive the dragging hours of the evenings or re-burn the midnight oil by
which the quest for knowledge continued long into the night. While
these hours of study constituted the
true aim and purpose of our school
life, the core of all our efforts, they
are not the hours which linger on
in memory. No, we will rather think
of fraternity rushing and initiations,
of football games won and lost,
(mostly lost), of Rosie going to town
and a victorious Homecoming Dance.
Freshmen will look back on their
first party in the basement at Joe's.
Seniors will wonder if they looked
as silly as they felt in their black
caps and gowns, and perhaps give a
prayer of thanks for their Alma
Mater. Whether we are returning in
January or not, we'll remember that
the past three months held for us
hard work, little fun, but deep satisfaction.
Football
On November 2 the Rose Engineers journeyed to Elsah, Ill., where
they played Principia College to . a
scoreless tie. In the first quarter of
DECEMBER, 1946

the ball game neither team made
gains big enough to put them in
scoring territory. In the second
quarter Rose was forced to kick
from deep in their own end of the
field. Principia blocked this kick and
recovered the ball for first and ten
on the eight yard mark. The Engineers dug in and Principia failed to
get to the goal line. In the third and
fourth quarters neither team could
get in a position where they could
score, and the game ended in a scoreless deadlock.
On November 9 Rose played host
to the boys from Cedarville Teachers
College, Cedarville, Ohio. Rose lost
the game to the tune of 32-14. The
boys from Ohio started out early in
the game to capitalize on the mistakes that the Rose men made. Combined with some beautiful running
by their fullback, they were able to
build a 26-0 lead up by the half. In
the last quarter a pass from Hannum to Fellwock took the ball to
the Cedarville 1 yard stripe. On the
next play Larson passed to Arvin
who crossed the line for the first
Rose score. J. Smith converted the
extra point and the score was 26-7.
On the next kickoff Rose got a break
when Cavanaugh's kick was recovered by Rose. Larson made several
gains in a downfield march and finally went over from the 2 yard
stripe. Again Smith converted the
extra point and the score was 26-14.
Cedarville scored their last touchdown in the third quarter when, after a long downfield march, McNulty crossed the line for a score. This
left the final score at 32-14.
The Rose Engineers played host

to the Grizzlies of Franklin college
here on November 16. The Engineers lost the game by a score of
12-0. Although the game was played
on a rain-soaked field that was very
slippery, both teams came out with
some good running attacks. Franklin's first score came in the second
quarter after a 55-yard march downfield. The extra point was blocked
and the score was 6-0. In the third
quarter the Engineers put on a rally
when Arvin picked up about thirty
yards on a run. On the next play,
though, Rose fumbled and the Grizzlies recovered the ball. In the final
period a blocked Rose punt set the
boys from Franklin up for their last
touchdown. The try for extra point
was low and the score board read
12-0.
Rose finished up their football season by playing their final game of
the year against the boys from Earlham. The final score was 26-6, with
Earlham on the long end of the
score. All four of Earlham touchdowns were made by Eugene Brown,
their fleet-footed left half. Rose put
up a good battle, but they could not
stop Brown nor get their own attack
rolling. Earlham scored in the first
quarter on a run by Brown. Phelps
converted the extra point for them.
In the second quarter Rose scored
on a run by Larson, but Smith's attempt at conversion was blocked and
the score at the half time was 7-6
for Earlham. In the third quarter a
fumble by Rose gave Earlham the
ball, and on the next play Brown
again scored, with Phelps again converting. Two 15-yard penalties put
(Continued on Page 20)
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Great Men of Science
II: Michael I. Pupin, 1859-1935
By F. Allen Schmidt, soph.
no recollection of outSbeURELY
standing men of science would
complete without praiseworthy
reference to the brilliant electromechanical engineer, the late Michael Pupin. Pupin arrived as an immigrant to this country from the little
town of Idvor, Austria-Hungary, in
1874 with five cents in his pockets
and a burning desire to learn in his
soul. His grammar schooling prior to
that time had been inspired by his
mother, a woman of deep character
who, being able neither to read nor
write herself, told him when he was
a very young boy that knowledge is
the light which illuminates the path
through our life and leads to a new
life of everlasting glory.
Early in the morning of Michael
Pupin's first day in America a gentleman from the employment office at
Castle Garden, where Pupin, then
fifteen years of age, had landed,
offered him a job driving a team of
mules on a Delaware farm. Here on
the farm he learned to speak understandable English from the other
hands, who were also immigrants
only a trifle less green than himself.
Little by little he became reconciled to life in a strange new world
and to the struggles of a greenhorn.
Pupin had set foot in the United
States with no money, no friends,
and no connections. Some might say
that he had arrived with nothing,
but they would be wrong; for imbedded deeply in the young Serb
was a powerful will to succeed. Soon
some of his thirst for American history was satisfied by reading with
the aid of a pocket dictionary, and
the glory of the new world was gaining a firm hold on his Serbian heartstrings.
Because he felt that his calling lay
elsewhere, young Michael Pupin returned to New York, where he survived the winter by doing various
odd jobs. Among these was following in the wake of the coal wagon in
hopes of being engaged to carry coal
from the street into the basement,
which he found was often the stepping stone to other profitable chores,
such as painting or repairing. The
cold winter was passed with moments of hopelessness and despair,
Page 16

lowing spring found his back in the
country. This time it was in Dayton,
New Jersey, where he was the only
hand on the farm of a very pious old
fanatic who took it upon himself to
see that Pupin was converted from a
"godless foreign youth" to a staunch
Baptist. When Michael could stand

MICHAEL I. PUPIN
—Science Service

but opportunity came, and the folit no longer he set out one morning
through the woods and sunlit meadows of the New Jersey countryside,
determined to relieve himself from
the clutches of his employer-reformer.
A tiresome tramp of many miles
brought him to a small peaceful
town whose large monastic-looking
buildings, he later learned, were
those of Princeton University. On
the train back to New York, the
visions of the university never faded
from his mind, a fact which was
largely the driving force in Pupin
during his evening classes at Cooper
Union and during the long hours of
his daytime job as fireman in a
boilerroom.

One day after leaving the Cooper
Union library, Pupin saw a store
with a sign in front on which was
painted the name of Lukanitch.
Thinking the name surely to be that
of a Serb, he walked in, longing to
hear his native tongue for the first
time in more than three years.
Pupin's greeting was answered by
Lukanitch in the Serbian language,
and the two of them fell to talking.
Lukanitch was a Slovene and had
known Pupin's native Idvor well.
They became the best of friends, and
Pupin was assured that his knowledge of Greek and mathematics
would easily admit him to college.
Lukanitch's unrelenting persistence
furnished invaluable moral support,
to say nothing of fixing Michael's determination to attend college firmly
and positively. Gradually the halls
of Princeton were supplanted in
Pupin's mind by what seemed the
more practical decision to enroll at
Columbia, a transgression that was
partly incited by Lukanitch and
partly due to the fact that Columbia
College was located in New York
City, where Pupin's imagination and
interest had been sharply centered
from the time of his first glimpse
through the haze on the deck of the
immigrant ship.
One Sunday morning after attending Plymouth Church, where the
eloquent orator, Henry Ward Beecher, preached, Pupin met a Doctor
Charles Shepard, whose continued
friendship and guidance helped him
to reach the day when he felt himself adequately prepared to take the
entrance examinations at Columbia.
This day came, and Pupin presented
himself to the examining group for
the tests which were to admit him to
the threshold of higher learning.
These he passed with such high
marks that he gained admission free
from tuition.
At the end of his freshman year
he had won two prizes of one-hundred dollars each—one in Greek and
the other in mathematics; but along
with his scholastic excellence, Pupin
grew to realize the tremendous importance of participation in the ac(Continued on Page 26)
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•It's hard to hurry
a Switchboard

Why Condensers
now live longer
Testing and setting standards for materials is a vital part of production at
Western Electric.
Take, for example, the tissue paper
—about 1/10 the thickness of a human hair—used as insulation between
the turns of aluminum foil in millions
of "paper" condensers for the Bell
System.
Condenser life is generally in direct
proportion to the quality of tissue
used. In studying effects. of differences in chemical composition, fibre
structure, thickness, pinholes and
other properties to set a standard of
quality, engineers found intrinsic
variables so great that a method of
rating had to be developed.
They solved this problem Syma
sample condensers .using each
type of paper and checking them at
high temperatures and high voltages
to determine life expectancy.
Correlating results of these accelerated hfe tests with manufacturing
data led to improved paper making
methods—paper manufacturing machines of new designs—increased production of the right kind of paper—
longer-lived condensers.

One of the major problems faced by
Western Electric engineers in the rush
to make telephone switchboards fast
—to meet unprecedented demands—
is the complexity of manufacture involved.
A recent study of what it takes to
make a certain much-needed type of
manual switchboard installation consisting of ten operator positions will
give you some idea of the complexity.
Here are the principal items of apparatus required: 5,680 relays; 19,500
jacks; 15,000 lamps of various kinds
plus their lamp sockets and mounting; 17,000 lamp caps of various colors and designations; 450 a1 1
plates of relays,condensers and resistances; 580 resistances; 550 condensers; 360 fuses; 691 jack spaces and a
total of 1,071,000 conductor feet of
wire and cable!

Problem for
Production Engineers

Easy? Not when it means providing
machine capacity fr welding a
lion precious metal s•ntac per year
— five times the previous maximum
11 was
I
production rate! This problem
one of the most critical faced by
Western Electric engineers in rneeting tremendously.increased demands
for telephone equipment.
A pair of these contacts is required
at every point in telephone circuits
where current is interrupted in switching. They minimize "noise" in your
telephone receiver. They're made of
etal tape—the contact surface is
paper-thin precious metal, usually
palladium. The balance is less expensive metal such as nickel.
By providing recently developed
electronic control equipment and
making mechanical improvements in
the. precision welding machines —
which must cut off small pieces of
tape, accurately position them on
telephone apparatus parts and weld
them securely—the engineers pushed
IS erating speeds to a new high.
Result: only about two-thirds as
In spite of this complexity,Western
man hd
new welding ma.
Electric is speeding switchboards on
chined — a half-million
their way. Production in 1946 of
dolla
— and welds of
- manual switchboards is expected to
being produced at
break a record of 16 years' standing.
the r
a year!

Manufacturing telephone and radio apparatus for the Bell System is Western Electric's primary job. It coM
for engineers of many kinds — ekctrical, nsechanical, industrial, chemical, metallurgical — who devise
and improve machines and processes for large scale production of highest quality communications equipment.

Western Elearic
T
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Alumni News
By James A. Milner, jr., m.e.
William Edwin Barrick, "Ed" to
those who acquaint themselves with
him in the halls at Rose, is one of
a few men now attending Rose that
are past graduates of this school. Ed,
a BRAAAAZIL Boy at heart, graduated from that town's high school
and then entered Rose in the fall
of 1937, emerging four years later
with class honors, a membership in
Tau Beta Pi, and a degree in electrical engineering.
Upon graduation Ed accepted a
job with the General Electric Company and worked in G.E. test courses
at the Schenectady, Lynn, and
Bridgeport plants until December of
42. (I found out from Ed that these
courses consist of rotations about
every three months to different departments of the concern, during
which time progress in engineering
is continually observed.)
In January of '43 Ed received a
direct commission as second lieutenant in the Army Signal Corps and
was overseas after a little training
as a radar officer. During his two
and one-half years overseas he was
with the Radar Maintenance Unit,
serving in Australia, New Guinea,
The Admiralty Islands, and after the
war in the Philippines.
Ed reverted to civilian status the
twenty-fourth of February, 1946,
and got himself a new set of civilian
clothes and a wife. June was the

WILLIAM E. BARRICK
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month and Miss Martha Schwab
was the girl.
Reentering Rose April '46, Ed is
now undertaking a degree in Mechanical Engineering. Ed's future
plans are not definite, but whatever
they may be his one important admittance is that it takes a good electrical to be a mechanical.
C. Lewis MacWilliams, better
known to the boys in the back room
as "Mac", graduated from Rose in
'41 with a degree in C.E. And, although much water has passed under
the bridge since then, he just couldn't
stay away from the old place and
is back for more in the form of a
degree in M.E. (Some guys just
never get enough).
Immediately after receiving his
degree, "Mac" went to work for the
Vincennes Steel Corporation of Vincennes, Indiana, where he did layout
and detailing of structural steel for
fabrication and erection until Februar yof '42. He was then given a Civil
Service commission, which took him
to Washington, D. C. There he examined and graded applications for
junior engineer appointments—being
a college graduate, he no doubt derived infinite pleasure from such a
job.
At that point Uncle Sam took over
—"Mac" didn't say whether it was
because the draft board was on his
back or because he just wanted to
satisfy a latent desire to travel.
Nevertheless, he was commissioned
an Ensign in the Navy Civil Engineer
Corps and assigned to duty with the
60th Seabees. During a two-year
tour of duty in the vicinity of New
Guinea, he did his part in the building of three airstrips there. "Mac"
returned to the States in January of
'45 and was transferred to duty with
the Department of Public Works,
U. S. Amphibious Base at Little
Creek, Virginia. He received his discharge in time to return to Rose for
the start of the July term.
Just two months ago "Mac" and
his wife, whom he married in November, '41, were presented with a
baby girl by a passing stork. As a
result, his extra-curricular activities,
which were numerous while an undergraduate, are now limited to the

C. LEWIS MacWILLIAMS

A.S.M.E. and the Glee Club, to which
he lends a fine bass voice.
As for the future, "Mac" would
like to get a Master's in M.E. at some
school on the west coast, probably
Cal. Tech. From there he plans to
enter the fields of internal combustion engines or rockets and jet propulsion. Good luck for the future,
"Mac".
Newsbits
During the homecoming I was informed by Mr. W. A. Layman, '92,
of the whereabouts of two of his
classmates. Ed Folson is now living
at Tampa, Florida, forced to go there
due to serious ill health and to retire from his insurance agency.
Bruce Tippy is now living in Oakland, California and is retired from
business. Mr. Layman retired from
business last December after working as an industrial consultant for
Chicago.
Claude M. Gray, m.e.,
vice president and operating manager of the St.
Louis Public Service Co., was elected chairman of the board of St.
John's Methodist Church at the
board's October meeting. He succeeds M. A. Nelson, chairman for the
past two years.
(Continued on Page 25)
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RCA Victor "Eye Witness" television receiver shown above,
gives you 52 square inches of picture brilliance.

Areferee's eye view of every play-by Television!
You feel as though you were right there at
the game— when you see it through RCA's
brilliant television.

On the screen of your RCA Victor home
television receiver none of that bright
sharpness is lost.

Football fans as far as 250 miles away
from the stadium have enjoyed watching
many of the big games this fall through
NBC telecasts. And football fans become
television fans when they see how closely
the camera follows the ball.

For after you've tuned in the game, the
new RCA Victor "Eye Witness" Picture
Synchronizer automatically "locks" the
ture in tune with the sending station—
eliminates any distortion— assures you of
clearer, steadier pictures.

At the game, the sensitive RCA Image
Orthicon television camera sees every line
plunge, kick, pass and run. It may be a
cloudy day or the sun may go down but
you still enjoy the bright sharpness of the
RCA Image Orthicon camera.

For television at its best, as pioneered at
RCA Laboratories, you'll want the receiver
that features the most famous name in television today—RCA Victor.
Radio Corporation of America, RCA Building, Radio City, New York 20, N. Y.

RCA

Orthicon

television

at RCA Laboratories—makes close-ups out of
long shots. It enables television to
go anywhere by freeing it from the
need for strong lights or sunshine.

RADIO CORPORATION
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The Story of Petroleum
(Continued from Page 9)

Men of Rose
May we call
attention to our

Complete
Printing Service
Rapid, accurate
execution of your
printing requirements

at reasonable prices

Moore-Langen
Ptg. & Pub. Co.
1 40 North 6th St.
riFERRE
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sary to get salt from wells. Sometimes, as oil was usually near water,
more often near salt water, oil came
from wells that were originally drilled for salt. Since crude oil was not
in great demand because of the small
field it could supply, it was necessary
and customary for the owner of the
salt well to simply let the oil well
produce as it would. He then drilled
another well nearby to get the salt
he desired. It was not strange, therefore, to see signs as "Tim Brown's
Salt Wells". . . . and in small letters
unS.rneath, "also oil." The invention
of the automobile, with its demand
for gasoline and lubricating oils,
made oil valuable by leaps and
SS unds until it came to be looked
upon as a precious commodity.
In the modern refineries kerosene
is treated with great respect. It, too,
is not permitted to leave the refinery
until it is as pure as possible. The
cleaning goes on in agitators—the
constant catty hiss of strong jets of
air forcing baths of sulfuric acid,
caustic soda, and water through the
kerosene that has been brought directly from the condenser cooling
coils is heard. When the bathing is
finished, the kerosene is ready to be
on its way to fill the lamps, the lanterns, the stoves, and the motors
where it is needed.
The four grades of oil common to
the market, namely light, medium,
heavy, and extra heavy, are distilled
frSm the lubricating oil out of the
original crude and are handled in
almost the same manner as gasoline.
The wax plant, the clean-smelling
area, is made necessary by those
crudes containing wax, which, if it
were left in the lubricating oils,
would cause untold trouble by hardening in cool weather and hindering
the flow of oil. Tests to see just how
cold an oil can get without hardening
are made in a laboratory. Here men
in aviator's winter flying suits work
in rooms at 10 to 30 degrees below
zero. They go in to check the motors
which are running in the cold room,
using the different grades of oil to
be tested. By keeping a careful record of what happens they can assist
the refiner to make certain that his
Sils cannot be troublesome to the
user.
The wax is removed by dissolving
the lubricating oil in something such
as kerosene. The dissolved wax is
taken out as the oil passes through
cooling chambers and then through
ter blankets." The
many layers of
wax is taken off to be made into

paraffin or hand-dipped or moulded
inth candles, or made into some one
of the other by-products. The kerosene is then taken from the lubricating oils and the oil is brought to a
good color by running it through a
color-absorbing clay. It is then ready
for market•.
The modern unit is the unit which
within itself houses a complete
tillation process. It is a pipestill, bubble tower, cracking unit and condenser—a massive structure which
holds within it all the progress of all
the years of oil refining. This unit is
dull, quiet, and monstrous, its blackened pipe-tenacles cog everywhere about it. Once inside, the
same deadness is present ... no signs
of life or movement . . . only the
muffled roar of furnaces and the
cS ntented chugging of the pumps to
hint that actual production is in
progressquietest of all, as
though they felt themselves before
their own firesides, the men who man
the monster sit in armchairs performing the monotonous, tiring task
of watching the battery of recording
guages. Yet this lazy-appearing marvel turns out far more than its share
Sf
shed gasoline as each day
I- sses. It is a giant both in structure
and in production.
The petroleum industry is an
employs thousands of
St usands of chemists, thoumen—thI
sands of geologists, thousands of engineers, thousands of common workers. Petroleum is hundreds of things
—an employer, a doctor, a financier,
a household assistant—almost anything that can be named. The world
without it would be almost paralyzed, but with it man has only to
use it properly to add untold comfort and happiness to his life.
CAMPUS SURVEY
(Continued from Page 15)
Rose back on their own six. Smith's
punt was blocked, and again Earlham scored when Brown carried the
ball over. This time, however, the
Engineer's stopped the conversion.
In the fourth quarter Earlham made
another march which set the ball up
for Brown on the one yard line. Conversion was no good, and the ball
game ended with a score of 26-6.
Rose won one, lost seven, and tied
one this season. We would like to
extend our thanks to Coach Phil
Brown and to all the men that participated in football, for some good
games and for bringing football back
to Rose after its absence of three
years from the campus.
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"Wisdom must be intuitive reason combined with scientific knowledge"
-ARISTOTLE (DIALOGUES)

Why some things get better all the time
THE TEMPTING FOODS spread before the family of today are more nourishing and purer than ever before.
All the way from farm to table, modern means of
food preservation protect foods against damaging molds,
bacteria, insects—against loss of nutrients.
Chemical refrigerants preserve meat... nitrogen gas
safeguards the purity of canned foods
... ethylene oxide and "dry ice" protect wheat before it is milled ...stainless steel tanks preventcontamination
offoods and beverages...and plastics

Producing better materialsfor the use of industry and
the benefit of nzankind is the work of UNION CARBIDE.
Basic knowledge and persistent research are required,
particularly in the fields of science and engineering.
Working with extremes of heat and cold, and with
vacuums and great pressures, Units of UCC now separate or combine nearly one-half of the many elements
of the earth.

NION CARBIDE
AND

C k R BON

30 East 42nd Street

Food preservation has become an industrial science
— and well illustrates the fact that when man has
better materials he can do better things.

CORPORATION
New York 17, N.Y.

Products of Divisions and Units include—
ALLOYS AND METALS

•
CHEMICALS
•
PLASTICS
ELECTRODES, CARBONS, AND BATTERIES
INDUSTRIAL GASES AND CARBIDE
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• DESIGN
• ETCHINGS
REPRODUCTIONS OF
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A LRSPAPERS
• HALFTONES
• LAYOUTS
LEGAL
• LETTERING • COLOR PLATES • BUSINESS RECORDS
• RETOUCHING • EMBOSSING DIES • CHECKS, CONTRACTS
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DRINK

6Lca‘Z"
IN BOTTLES

"The Pause That Refreshes"
COCA-COLA
BOTTLING COMPANY
924 Lafayette Ave.
V-2

(Continued from Page 11)

full load of explosives, fuels, and
control systems, it weighs approximately 14 tons. The metal parts are
practically all made of aluminum
sheet metal to cut down the weight.
From the front of the rocket to the
back is a distance of 46 feet, and the
maximum diameter is 5.4 feet. From
the front to the back the V-2's component parts are: the nose, or warhead containing 2000 pounds of explosive; a control compartment,
holding all radio equipment and
transmitting devices used in guiding
the rocket from a remote control
station; fuel tanks, two in number,
one on top of the other (the upper
tank containing, when full, 7500
pounds of ethyl alcohol, and the lower tank holding 11000 pounds of
liquid oxygen); a steam generator;
a steam-driven turbine plus two
pumps, one for oxygen and the other
for alcohol; a heat exchanging unit;
and a combustion compartment and
a Venturi tube, or nozzle, the latter
two making up the rocket engine.
Into the inside of the steam generatdr, which is a small, cylindrical
container, a permanganate solution
and hydrogen peroxide, concentrated, are sprayed. The catalytic action
of the permanganate decomposes the
hydrogen peroxide into water and
Page 22
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oxygen, simultaneously producing
heat, forming steam under tremendous pressure. This steam operates the
turbine, which in turn pumps liquid
oxygen and alcohol through spray
cups into the combustion compartment, where the two combine to form
superheated steam and carbon dioxide, producing a thrust of between
58000 and 64000 pounds. Around
230 pounds of oxygen and alcohol
are used each second in this reaction. Because of the high temperatures produced, some of the alcohol
is pumped around the combustion
compartment through a system of
rings which forces the alcohol
through holes onto the chamber,
thus cooling it. The alcohol is then
forced back to the fuel pump, which
pumps it with the rest of the alcohol
to the combustion compartment. To
keep the pressure inside the oxygen
tank constant, some of the liquid
oxygen is evaporated in the heat
exchanging unit and piped back to
the tank.
Upon leaving the pump, the liquid
oxygen, under a pressure of 300
pounds per square inch, enters 18
fuel lines leading to the 18 spray
cups in the combustion compartment. In each spray cup the oxygen
is vaporized and driven into the compartment, where it combines with
the alcohol as described above.

To be launched, the V-2 must be
in a vertical position, held by a
framework of steel. Valves used to
close the fuel tanks are opened, and
gravity pulls about 25 pounds of the
fuels into the combustion chamber
each second, where they are ignited
by flash rockets set on a revolving
arm with a central axis. The fuels,
when burning, produce a thrust of
about 17000 pounds at this time, and
this causes more valves controlling
the permanganate and peroxide solutions to open, making the steam and
starting the turbine. With'n one second the pumps are functioning and
the thrust is increased to 58000
pounds, causing the rocket to start
its climb.
At first the climb is vertical, but
gyroscopic controls move the control
vanes until the 'rocket is pointing
at an angle of 45° toward its intended
target. The fuel is then automatically
shut off and the V-2 coasts at in initial speed of 3000 miles per hour, until an altitude of 60 miles is reached.
It then begins its drop on the target.
When it finally lands, it is travelling
at almost 17 miles a minute, so that
the entire nose is buried in the
ground. Ranges up to 250 miles may
be attained by adjusting the gyroscopic controls ,inside the control
compartment. Thrusts above 64000
pounds are probably achieved in the
ionosphere, producing possible velocities of more than 60 miles a minute.
As concerns V-2's future, little of
any definite value can be said at the
present. Further research is guaranteed. Joint Army, Navy and civilian groups already at work and
several programs of research having
been proposed. One of these programs features a three-point plan of
action, including a research center
where civilian scientists would conduct research on the project; an aircraft base in continental United
States, where the Air Forces could
carry on its own studies and tests
on rockets; and a government-subsidized research by aircraft industries, wherein the larger plants would
be able to experiment with rockets
for the services.
A series of tests were run this
year at White Sands, New Mexico,
on captured German V-2 rocket
bombs. Data were obtained concerning not only the behavior of the
rocket in the air, but also of conditions in the ionosphere into which
it travelled. The Naval Research
Laboratory constructed a special
warhead for this purpose, containing
apparatus to record and transmit
information about air pressure and
density, ultra-violet and cosmic rays,
THE ROSE TECHNIC
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How are we going
to make it?.••
A pilot plant has yielded its result—an
improved gasoline, a better motor oil,
maybe a synthetic oil, maybe one of
the new chemicals.
Now come the big questions. How
are we going to make it—commercially?
What equipment will we need? What's
the best way to design the equipment?
Out of what materials shall it be made?
This is one type of fascinating problem that will be tackled and solved in
these engineering buildings which are
to be constructed in our new technical
and administrative center at Hammond, Indiana, near Chicago. Magnificently equipped,these buildings will
provide our engineers every facility for
taking their essential part in turning
test tube dreams into useful realities.
Here will be grouped engineers following many congenial pursuits; those
who design our manufacturing equipment, those responsible for our maintenance, inspection and field engineering, and our cost engineering.
Here, too, a task force of research
engineers will work in modern laboratories. Some of the channels into which
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their explorations will lead are:
Research in engineering materials, especially in metallurgy; physical
testing of construction materials; theoretical mechanics; applied mechanics, especially as it relates to the underlying principles of engineering and the research tools needed by other divisions, and also the
industrial aspects and possibilities of nuclear energy; electronic developments; exploratory engineering and estimating associated with
the development of new processes and products.

These new engineering facilities will hum with such activities
and others vitally important.
STANDARD
910 South
Chicago
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Back to Campus!
We welcome all you Service
Men! You've done a grand job,
and we know you will do as
well scholastically. You will
want to do well in your "P.
A", too. That's your Personal
Appearance. Right now, we're
showing the new "Back to
Campus" line of

McGREGOR
SPORTSWEAR

and other data. Geiger counters to
measure radio-activity, spectographs,
resistance thermometers, and cameras were also included. Radar from
the ground was used to track the
V-2's path. The ground station sent
out impulses which were picked up
by antenna on the rocket's fins and
retransmitted from the rocket to the
ground, thus recording the rocket's
route. Other instruments followed
the rocket's flight without the impulses from the V-2 in the same
way that an enemy V-2 would be
tracked during an attack. It is interesting to note, concerning the accuracy of V-2, that scientists, working with the joint groups at White
Sands, were able to plot the target
of the V-2 only a few yards from
the actual landing place, which was
about 35 miles from the launching
station. This would seem to indicate
that the accuracy of V-2 is not to be
underestimated, and leads one to
believe that with future research a
V-2 could be guided onto a target a
long distance away.

V-2 rockets, because of their
efficiency, speed, and comparative
obscurity in flight, will have an important place in future wars. As has
been said before, rockets appear to
put up the best initial offense of a
war, and, armed with atomic warheads, a swarm of V-2's might well
end the war within a matter of hours,
or so some military authorities think.
Therefore, it is inevitable that, in
the presence of these weapons against
which there is little defense, this
and other nations are preparing for
any possible war, with rocket missiles playing an important part in the
armaments programs. Research will
undoubtedly increase the accuracy
of this already accurate bomb, and
explosive power of the warhead
could be increased thousands of times
by atomic bombs placed there. Expense of manufacture and operation
will also be cut down immensely.
There can be no escape from the fact
that the next war will be fought in
and from the air, with guided flying
bombs a mainstay in such attacks.

This merchandise is in our
window right now. You should-
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LOOK TO

THE FINEST STEEL TAPE

IIIE

LUFKIN
"ANCHOR"

to meet today's
electrical requirements
and those of tomorrow

CHROME CLAD

A symbol of
quality on wiring
systems and fittings for
every conceivable requirement.

national Electric

P'RCPOLICWS
Cart PCPPlATI1701
Box 897— Pittsburgh 317,Pa.

The Lufkin "Anchor"
Chrome Clad Steel Tape
is the best for student as
well as professional use. The
chrome plated steel line is extra durable—stands up under
rough usage. Coated with
smooth,
rust-resistant chrome, it
EASY TO READ
will not crack, chip, or peel.
MARKINGS
Accurate, jet black markTHAT ARE DURABLE
ings are easy to read,
they're recessed so they
can't wear out. For
free catalog write THE
LUFKIN RULE CO.,
SAGINAW, MICH.,
New York City.
FOR DURABILITY
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ALUMNI NEWS
(Continued from Page 18)
Mr. Gray, who has been a member
of the congregation of St. John's
Church for seventeen years, lives at
6601 Waterman Avenue. He is also
an active member of the board of
managers of the St. Louis County
Y.M.C.A.; the board of managers of
the Rose Polytechnic Inst.; and a
member of the St. Louis Chamber of
Commerce.
)r.\ ...7
C. H. Hunnell went
with the State Highway Commission
when he left school and was with
them until the war. Mr. Hunnell
went into the army in 1941, where
he served with the U. S. 9th Army
and the 2nd British Army overseas,
holding the rank of major in the
engineers. He was promoted to a
civilian in 1945 and is now back
working for the highway commission
here inIndiana.
Edgar Pound, c.e., is
Project Engineer for the
Federal Bureau of CommunityFacilities, Chicago.
James C. Skinner, m.e.
with honors, was released
from the U. S. Army Air
Force, Air Tech. Intelligence Group,

ex Y /

,32
,33
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Pacific. He is now working for the
Thomas and Skinner Steel Production Company and just recently was
awarded the Legion of Merit for his
work in the air forces overseas.
Charles S. Meurer, c.e.,
is now working for HurstRosche Engineers and is
an associate member of the firm.
Willys W. McCloud, e.e., is now
studying at the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
)
Joseph P. Pipp, Jr., e.e.,
is working for General
Electric in Lynn, Mass.,
but is moving at the end of this
month to Pittsfield to work on development and research in the High
Voltage Laboratory.
James S. March, m.e., informed
he that he has been in ordnance
engineering since his graduation,
even during the time he spent in the
U.S.N.R. He is married and has one
son, James A. March.
William G. Prescott, c.e., after his
discharge from the army, is now
working for the State Highway Commission of Indiana, Ridge Department.
)
Robert G. Gillum, m.e., is
now working as a test
engineer for General Elec-
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tric at the Fort Wayne Works. He
was formerly in the Lynn, Mass. and
Schenectady, New York, plants.
James Hanes, ch.e., has
taken a position with the
Dow Chemical Company
at Midland, Michigan.

'45

Ball and Chain Club
John W. Leake, c.e., '28, was married November 14 of this year to
Miss Jean Isabel Liston of Decatur,
Alabama. Mr. Leake is now general
superintendent for the Louisville
Railway Company.
G. R. Butwin, c.e., '44, established
his claim to have a ball and chain
on him for the rest of his natural
life by marrying Margaret Hunter
on October 24.
It was bingo week at the Beckman
household when twin sons arrived.
Eldred D. Beckman, m.e., '41, is
now working for Chrysler Corp.
William G. Leedy, ch.e., '42, was
married June 8 and is now working
for the DuPont Corp. as assistant
Supervisor of Acetylene products.
Wayne Shanks, m.e., '43, took a
step off the deep end and received
his membership card when he was
recently married. Wayne works for
the Detroit Diesel G.M.C.
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The G. I.'s
WHAT YESTERDAY?
They challenged Hitlerism
and brought it to inglorious defeat.
WHAT TODAY?
They are making challenging scholarship records at
Rose Polytechnic Institute.
We salute these distinctively American young
men.

Stafford Hat and
Shoe Sanitarium
108 N. 7th St.
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IT PAYS TO
PLAY

Michael I. Pupin
(Continued from Page 16)
tivities of campus life. This realization played an especially necessary
part in helping him overcome his
feeling of social unpreparedness.
Pupin was a perfect specimen of
physical fitness, and being an excellent boxer and wrestler, he became
very popular. At the beginning of his
junior year Michael Pupin, a Serbian immigrant among whose schoolfellows were the socially prominent
descendents of Hamilton and Jay,
was elected president of his class.
All through his college days at Columbia he coached his classmates in
their academic weaknesses and
thereby fared better financially than
some of his younger professors. Upon completing the work in his senior
year, he turned down the fellowships
offered him for an additional three
years at Columbia, one in science and
the other in letters. This was done
in favor of studying in the United
Kingdom, where his foremost idols,
Michael Farady and James Clerk
Maxwell were born. Now, after nine
long years of struggling, Pupin was
doubly happy, for the graduation
ceremony had followed a day of
more importance in his life: the day
that he was naturalized a citizen of
the United States.
It was a beautiful June afternoon
of that same year that Michael
Pupin, A.B., watched the coastline
of Long Island disappear in the distance from the deck of a ship bound
for his native continent. The Serbian
immigrant, now rich in learning, was
returning to Idvor to see his mother,
who had guided his early footsteps
in the direction of that learning; to

see again his village friends with
whom he had worked and played in
the Hackensack fields as a child. But
in addition to this happy reunion, it
was here that he rejuvenated his
mind and body preparatory to the
grind of life at Cambridge which lay
ahead.
The first day at Cambridge was
spent in inspecting accommodations
for lodgings and in visiting the various colleges of the university, of
which he became attached to both
Kings and Trinity. At the latter
Pupin was rigorously schooled in
mathematical physics and in dynamics. Through a letter of introduction
that he received quite by surprise
one morning from President Bernard
of Columbia, Pupin met the worldfamous physicist, John Tyndall, colleague and successor of Faraday in
the direction of the Royal Institution.
Pupin's subsequent friendship with
Tyndall led to the opportunity for
attaining deftness in laboratory technique, which proved so valuable
later and had always been one of
the young scientist's more serious
shortcomings. In time he reached
the end of his studies at Cambridge,
but ahead of him still were many important rungs in the ladder of formal
education.
The electromagnetic theory of light
and matter, born in the mind of
Faraday and fifty years later in 1865
formulated mathematically by Maxwell, was beyond the understanding
of the world until a new language
for the expression of its physical
concept was introduced. During
Pupin's first two years of training in
physics at the University of Berlin,
his new language was given him in
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Your Sporting
Goods Store
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Terre Haute
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"Son, I want you to meet an old friend of your mother's."
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Hislamp
could burn for 30 years
on the extra power
produced when 2
boilers replaced 6
N PLACE OF SIX BOILERS, a big eastern power company is now installing two. These two modern
boilers generate nearly twice as much steam as
the original six ... help produce far more electric power, too.
Enough more each hour to play 625,000 radios
... or to burn a 100-watt bulb in your study lamp
continuously for 30 years!
This B &W boiler installation typifies the progress made during recent years in raising steam
generating efficiency—progress in which B &W has
consistently lead the way. B&W,old in experience,
has pioneered important advances in many other

fields too—yet B &W is still young enough to have
new ideas for all industries on present problems
and future plans.
Through this progressive policy of continuous
research and development, B &W offers excellent
career opportunities to technical graduates—careers in diversified fields of manufacturing, sales,
engineering, research and in many other vocations. Send for the booklet
"Your Career". It tells the
story of The Babcock &
Wilcox Company in terms
of your future.
G-335

THE BABCOCK & WILCOX COMPANY • 85 LIBERTY ST., N. Y. 6, N. Y.
the teachings of Hermann von Helmholtz, who possessed the rare genius
of imparting a physical concept of a
complicated principle with the pinnacle of clarity and simplicity. It
was through Helmholtz that Pupin
was able to comprehend clearly the
lofty treatises of Maxwell and Faraday that extended the meaning of
electric current from the motion of
charges along a conductor to include
the motion of Faraday's lines of
force beyond the conductor in space.
It was while Pupin was studying for
his doctor's degree at Berlin that
the classical Hertzian experiments
were performed and the fundamental
principle underlying the art of radio
was born. Pupin was very fortunate
in attending the monthly meetings
of the Berlin Physical Society, where
he and his fellow candidates for the
doctorate heard such scientific giants
as Kirchoff, Reymond, and Hoffman.
In the late spring of 1889 Pupin became a citizen of the world of science
as a doctor of philosophy, and in the
fall of that year he obtained a position on the faculty of Columbia in
the Department of Electrical Engineering in the School of Mines. At
that time the field of electrical engineering had not yet attained what
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was considered importance enough
to warrant a department of its own.
Dr. Pupin's technical pursuits during the following several years were
many and varied, but particular
achievements in the later life of this
accomplished scientist stand more
vividly in mind than others, especially to the layman.
Sir Oliver Heaviside, with genius
and a knowledge far ahead of his
time, had proved mathematically
that the attenuation of voice currents
as well as telegraph signals was due
to the electrostatic capacity in the
transmission line and that this decay
or absorbtion of currents could be
neutralized by electrical inductance
introduced into the circuit. Pupin,
through his insight, mathematical
ability, and a brilliant series of laboratory experiments, interpreted
Heaviside's mathematics and applied
its significance to actual telephone
lines. It was thus left to Pupin to
develop the so-called "loading coils"
and introduce them as the necessary
inductance into the lines, making
long distance telephony possible. For
this development the Bell Telephone
System paid Pupin most handsomely.
Dr. Pupin was the originator of
the electrically tuned circuit in which

the electrical characteristics of the
circuit may be so arranged as to
make it resonant at a pre-determined frequency. This contribution
was made so far ahead of its time
that it was many years before the
world saw its sensational application
in the modern radio. Shortly after
the discovery of the X-ray, Dr. Pupin
uncovered the principle of secondary
radiation. (That is, when X-rays
strike an object of any matter, that
object itself becomes a source of
X-ray radiation.) He was first to obtain an X-ray picture in conjunction
with a fluorescent screen.
Not only was Pupin responsible
for a vital part in modern radio communication, as well as for what
might be termed simply the longdistance telephone call, but his farreaching works as scientist, teacher,
author, engineer, and inventor interminably point the way for those who
would learn something of the spirit
and aims of their country. His own
career ended with his death on
March 12, 1935, in New York City,
but the story of his life will serve
as a fitting inspiration to both adopted and native-born Americans alike
for generations to come.
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Fraternity Notes
BORDEN'S
l'URE MILK

ICE CREAM

C-5031

531 N. 5th St.
Terre Haute, Ind.

GROCERIES
Wholesale
and
Retail
FREE DELIVERY

BRESETT GROCERY
CO., INC.

12th and Wabash
C-6051
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Lambda Chi Alpha
Theta Kappa Zeta of Lambda Chi
Alpha held its Rush Party on Sunday afternoon, November 18, from
a:00 to 5:00 P.M. at the Y.M.C.A.
Bridge, Pinnocle, Chess, and other
games were played by the members
and Rushees. Refreshments were
cookies and punch. Kenneth Schneider, Rush Captain, gave a talk
on the fraternity to the Rushees
which was followed by a few talks
by other members of the Chapter.
The new pledges are: William
King and Richard Fairbrother, both
from Brazil; William Bannister,
from Terre Haute; and Loren Pitman, from Farmersburg. We extend
our congratulations to them.
A pledge banquet was held at the
Roma Restaurant on Thursday night,
November 21, to welcome them.
Officers for the next six months
were elected on Nov. 22, 1946, and
were formally installed on Dec. 9,
1946. They were as follows: President, Charles Bashe; Vice-Pres.,
George Kyle; Secretary, Kenneth
Schneider; Treasurer, Lowell Smith;
Social Chairman, Phil Bowne; Ritual
Chairman, Edward Meagher; Rush
Chairman, Donald Spencer; PledgeMaster, Bernard Erickson; Corresponding Secretary, Albert Edwards.
A Christmas Dance was held on
Friday 13, at Edgewood Cabin.
Decorations were seasonal. The evening was spent in carolling, dancing,
bridge and other things. The dance
was given in honor of the graduating
seniors of the Chapter. They are:
Robert G. Bannister, Theodore W.
Blickwedel, Robert A. Greger, Warren F. Haverkamp, Frank Jones,
Robert L. Kylander, Harmon L.
Shaw. Burton Butts, a Post-graduate who has returned for a refresher
course, was also a honor guest. Chaperons for the evening were Mr. and
Mrs. Marvin Hansel and Dr. and
Mrs. Oran Knudsen.
An impromptu party was held at
Wassel's in honor of Eddy Meagher
and his fiancee, who visited in Terre
Haute over the Holiday.

the homecoming bonfire a hayride
was given; and then the next day,
after the football game, an open
house was held at the chapter house.
Several alumni returned to enjoy
the homecoming celebrations.
November also saw its quota of
activities. On Monday evening, November 11, the ATO Mothers Club
served dinner to fifty-six. After the
dinner a business meeting was held,
at which time Brother Charles
Pease was honored. During the meeting these two men were pledged:
Paul C. Hill of Terre Haute, and
Joseph F. Boeckman of Vincennes.
Alumnus Les Kniptash of Terre
Haute was also present. From seven
til ten o'clock Sunday evening, November 17th, the chapter held a rush
party. The next evening the following men were pledged: Jack V.
Plenge, F. William Schabel, both of
Terre Haute; Daniel V. Metzger, Jr.,
Indianapolis; Mark J. Orelup, Chicago; Wendel E. Maudlin, Lebanon,
Indiana; Owen J. Hegarty, Mansfield, Ohio; Robert G. Cassidy, Gary,
Indiana.
The members of Indiana Gamma
Gamma extend their congratulations
to all the recent initiates and pledges.
Sigma Nu

Friday night, November 15, the
chapter held a Rush Party in the
lounge of the Y.M.C.A. As a result
of the party, formal pledging ceremonies were held November 18 for
ten men; Bill Crowley, Robert
Childress, Robert Cotterman, Arlen
Elliott, Richard Hickman, James
Milner, Mike Schaeffer, George Seeburger, William Smock, and Earl
Rich. Carl M. Carlson joined the
pledge class on December 2.
The chapter is proud to announce
the purchase of a new chapter house
located at 525 No. Eighth St. The
charter members of the occupation
force are Eddie Cook, Perry Ray,
Jim Wade, and pledge Robert
Childress. Saturday, December 14,
the actives and pledges turned out
decked in overalls and equipped
Alpha Tau Omega
with buckets and mops to G. I. the
October was a busy month for house, which was in dire need of a
Indiana Gamma Gamma. Early in good scrubbing.
Beta Upsilon Chapter has edded
the month the chapter pledged Robert E. Brettell and James H. Bow- three new men to their list of, shall
man of Terre Haute and initiated we say, happily married men. Elmer
these four men: F. Allen Schmidt, Cooke was married on November
Carl F. Lesher, Howard J. Kobusch, 15, John White was married on Noand Herbert L. Patterson. A very vember 24, and Gene Coltrin, class
successful stag party was held at of '43, was married on November 23
Castle Roma this same month. After in Altoona, Pennsylvania.
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Gas-fired polymerizing oven being charged with
plastic-coated aluminum fiue liners.*

\

Properly baked,
this pla.ctic finish
resists cracking.*

Plastic coating of metal parts expands the whole field of
applications for both metals and plastics. By varying
the chemical composition of the plastic an infinite
variety of new surfaces can be created for metals.
An essential element in the perfect union of metal and
plastic is heat—clean, dependable, accurately-controlled
heat—the kind obtained with modern Gas-fired ovens.
Experienced producers of plastic-coated metals, such
as Heremetal Company, Minneapolis, Minnesota, use

GAS for polymerization ovens because GAS insures the
uniform heat, rapid response to heat control, and exact
temperatures so essential to processing.
Where there's a difficult industrial heating problem
there's a job for GAS. In the fields of plastics, metallurgy, chemistry, electronics, the productive flames of
GAS provide the most flexible, dependable heat source
for pioneering or productioneering.
*Photos courtesy of Despatch Oven Co., Minneapolis, Minn.

MORE AND MORE...
771e reeN0

/510
FOR ALL
INDUSTRIAL HEATING
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AMEMUN GAS ASSOCIMION
420 LEXINGTON AVENUE, NEW YORK 17, N.Y.
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Louisville Bridge & Iron
Company
Incorporated 1865

Engineers, Fabricators and Erectors of Steel Bridges,
Steel Buildings
Stock Steel for Prompt Shipment
Offices: 11th and Oak Streets
Louisville

Kentucky

Sly Droolings
He: "I am a man of few words.
Do you pet?"
She: "No, but you talked me into it."
* * *
Headline: "Burglar raids debutante's room and steals all her lingerie." (Quite an undi-taking, no
doubt.)
* * *
was the little farm
there
Then
girl who came to the city because
farm hands were too rough.
* * *
AN ENGINEER is a man who
knows a great deal about very little
and who goes along knowing more
and more about less and less until
finally he knows practically everything about nothing.
A SALESMAN is a man who
knows very little about a great
deal and keeps knowing less and
less about more and more until he
knows practically nothing about
everything.
A MANAGER starts out knowing practically everything about
everything, but ends up knowing
nothing about anything, due to his
association with engineers and
salesmen.
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"May I kiss your hand?"
"What's the matter, is my mouth
sticky ?"
* * *
"How are you getting along at
home while your wife's away?"
"Fine. I've reached the height of
efficiency. I can put my socks on
from either end."
* * *
"Do you know why the little
bee buzzes?"
"You'd buzz too if somebody
stole your honey and nectar."
* * *
When the corporal went out to
buy a paper the barmaid leaned
over the bar towards the shy young
private.
Putting her face against his, she
whispered: "Now's your chance,
darling."
The private looked around the
empty room.
"So it is," he remarked, and
promptly drank the beer.

Mother: "After all, he's only a
boy, and boys will sow their wild
oats."
Father: "Yes, but I wouldn't
mind if he didn't mix so much rye
with it."
* * *
It is said: "The noblest dog is
the hot dog—it actually feeds the
hand that bites it."
*

*

*

THE EXCEPTION
A streetcar passenger was puffing away on a cigar and the conductor sarcastically drew his attention to the "No Smoking" sign.
"Oh I saw it," said the passenger,
"but I can't follow all your rules.
For example, the card beside it says
'Wear Excelsior Corsets'."
*

*

*

"Do you think your son will forget all he learned at college?"
"I hope so. He can't make a living necking."
* * *
*
*
*
Reporter: "What shall I say
"Goodness, George! This is not
our baby! This is the wrong car- about the two peroxide blondes who
made such a fuss at the game?"
riage."
Editor: "Why, just say the
"Shut up! This is a better carbleachers went wild."
riage."
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Photomicrograph of a snowflake

Because photography magnifies...
h

ter

Before this young girl could examine
this snowflake, photography had to
do a twofold job. It had to record the
snowflake...quickly, exactly...before
it melted.It had to enlarge this image
360 times ... so that every detail
would stand out clearly and sharply.
A unique ability...this. And because of it, business and industry have
come to depend more and more upon
photography to make the transient
lasting ... the invisible visible. They
depend upon...
Document copying ... to make big,
accurate"blow-ups"of records,
drawings, layouts.
Recordak ... to enlarge microfilm
images back to original size.

Photomicrography.
... to enlarge
specimens—such as oils,fibers,
metals—up to 5000 diameters.
Electron micrography.
... to magnify
particles 200,000 times—far beyond the limits of visible light.
Microradiography.
... to probe the
third dimension by magnifying
microstructures in depth.
Ultra-speed photography.
...to study
action too fast for the eye to follow, by "time magnification."
For an introduction to applications
that bring you the benefits of this
unique ability, write for free booklet
—"Functional Photography."
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N. Y.

Functional Photography
is advancing business and industrial technics

Sly
Droolings
By Robert W. Wolf, jr., e.e.
"Say, those rabbits you sold me
all have hiccoughs."
"Sure. They're Belgian hares."
* * *
"I hear the Jones family have
eleven children."
"Yes, they've gone stork mad."
* * *
"What type of engines shall we
use is this boat?"
"Oh, diesel do."
* * *
breeds atfamiliarity
They say
tempt.
* * *
en she
MOTORIST—Wh
WOMAN
*
*
*
be cercan
you
hand
her
out
holds
First Diner: "That waiter is tain that is either going to turn
either a fool or a humorist."
left, turn to the right, or stop.
Second Diner: "What's the mat* * *
ter?"
She Left
Why
First Diner: "I ordered extract
home on a picwrote
husband
glass
A
a
me
of beef and he brought
ture post card, "Having a great
of milk."
* * *
time, wish you were her."
* * *
"How about some old-fashioned
"Is that girls dress torn or am
loving?"
"Okay, I'll call grandmother I seeing things?"
"Both!"
down for us."
She:(combing her hair) "Look,
my hair is full of electricity."
He: "Why, of course, it's connected to a dry cell."
* * *
Experience Necessary
"I have never kissed a girl before in my life."
"Well, don't come buzzing around
me. I'm not running a prep school."
* * *
Mrs. Brown: "Whenever I'm in
the dumps,I get myself a new hat."
Mrs. Jones: "I was wondering
where you got them."

(
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"The stork's a humorous bird."
"Yeah?"
"Yeah, he kids the whole world."
* * *
Psychology Lecturer: "I speak
the language of the woods."
Voice in back: "Next time you
see a skunk ask him what the hell's
the big idea."
* * *
Active: "Hey there! Don't spit
on the floor."
Pledge: "Why not? Floor leak?"
* * *
Advice about women: If a woman looks young, she is old; if she
looks old, she is young; and if she
looks back, follow her.
* * *
Everybody likes to see a broad
smile, especially if she smiles at
him.
*
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A hug is energy gone to waist.
* * *
A wedding ring is like a tourniquet—it stops your circulation.
* * *
An Engineer, inviting a friend
to his wedding anniversary, explained how to find him in the
apartment where he lived. "Come
to the seventh floor," he said, "and
where you see the letter 'D' on the
door, push the button with your
elbow, and when the door opens
put your foot in it."
"Why do I have to use my elbow
and my foot?" asked his friend.
"Well, for heaven's sake!" exclaimed the Engineer. "You're not
coming empty-handed, are you?"
* * *
"Here's one Luther Burbank
didn't try," said the co-ed as she
crossed her legs.
* * *
Prisoner: "The judge sent me
here for the rest of my life."
Prison Guard: "Got any complaints?"
Prisoner: "Do you call breaking
rock with a sledge hammer a rest?"
*

"He looks just like his father."

*

*

*

In springtime a young man's
fancy turns to baseball and other
kinds of pitching.
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JET DESIGNER
The Story of

ALAN HOWARD
TN CHARGE of a group of G-E gas'turbine engineers and technicians,
Alan Howard has directed the design
and development of two General Electric engines that are today powering
some of our fastest planes.
One, the T-G 100, or Propjet, is the
first propeller-drive gas turbine in the
world. Giving jet thrust in addition
to spinning a propeller, the Propjet
joins with a pure jet 'booster" engine
in the Consolidated XP-81 to provide
the small, sleek fighter with nearly
as much power as a Superfortress!
Alan's second design, the T-G 180,
is a pure jet engine, a departure from
earlier jets in that it is designed on
—axial flow — principles which make
possible a super-streamlined torpedo
shape. It is the power plant for the
Republic XP-84 Thunderjet.
Gas-turbine engineering is, of
course, a highly specialized field.
Alan, however, is thankful today not
so much for any special knowledge he
learned in college, but for the solid
understanding of engineering fundamentals which he gained as he worked
for his B.S. degree at Purdue. This
understanding enabled him, on coming on "Test" with G.E., to switch
from electrical to mechanical engineering and to work in such diversified fields as television, mercury boilers, steam-electric locomotives and
steam turbines.
When,in 1941, Alan Howard undertook the design of Propjet and axialflow engines, his sound training in
basic engineering principles, followed
by his years of practical experience
with G.E., fitted him well for success.
Next to schools and the U.S.Government,General Electric employs more
college engineering graduates than
any other organization.

At Purdue University, Alan majored in electrical engineering. His thesis outlined a method
of photographing arcs.

With G.E., one of his early jobs was on
mercury boilers. Model shown here served as
guide for construction of full-size plant.

Assigned to work on gas turbines, Alan designed an improved "axial-flow" jet engine,
giving planes like the XP-84 Thunderjet great
power, speed and long range.

Flight engineers predict a bright future for
his Propjet engine, which gives planes both
propeller-drive and jet thrust. It may power

GENERAL

big commercial airliners tomorrow.
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